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Belkin Cable Patch Cat6 RJ45 Snagless 10m blue
networking cable (A3L980B10M-BLUS)
High Performance Category 6 UTP Patch Cable 10m (32.8 feet)
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 9.60 €
Eco fees: 0.01 €
VAT 21 %: 2.02 €

Product details:
Product code: A3L980B10M-BLUS
EAN: 0722868404881
Manufacturer: Belkin

11.63 €
* VAT included
How does a Cat 6 patch cable affect your network? It's like when you replace one blocked pipe in your plumbing line
and suddenly the flow increases, the transfer is more fluid and the whole system is improved. The RJ45 High
Performance Category 6 UTP Patch Cable is the perfect performance upgrade. Used to replace any Cat 5 cable that
fails to support 100 Base-T or Gigabit Ethernet. With RJ45 male-to-male connectors and a snagless molded strain relief.
2-row staggered pin configuration to control cross-talk at hyper-frequency.
50 micron gold plated connectors to ensure a clean and clear transmission.
Backed by Belkin Lifetime Warranty.
Capable of improving the return loss in your current network by 40%.
Exceeds the performance requirement of Category 6.
Internal load bar assures accurate positioning of pairs and consistent high performance.
Perfect in conjunction with 100 Base-T and Gigabit Ethernet networks.
PowerSum tested.
Snagless molds protect the RJ45 tap from being damaged during installation.
Main specifications:

Features
Cable length:

10 m

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

